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You attempt to print the task table and Gantt chart horizontally. However, the task names do not
appear on each printed page. You need to ensure that the task names are printed on each page.
What should you do?

A.	Modify the settings in the Column Settings dialog box of the Task Name column.

B.	Select the Task Name column and click Print.

C.	Select the Task Name column and click Add to Timeline.

D.	Modify the settings in the Field Settings dialog box of the Task Name column.

E.	Modify the settings in the Page Setup dialog box.

Answer: E

CCNA Exam is an exam given out by the comptia group. It's a 100 point examination that
concentrates on sensible and theoretical knowledge of all aspects within the totally different
computer network technologies.

If you're an data know-how professional on the lookout for alternatives to widen employment
opportunities and fascinated by a networking profession path, you might wish to get certification on
the compTIA network.  Comptia is the pc expertise trade association a non profit group that
specializes in the development of information expertise professionals in by giving due certification to
totally different IT subject similar to networking, safety and computer restore to name a few.

If you wish to achieve the status of having CCNA Exam you may examine by yourself or enroll in a
compTIA network course with a view to assessment and have the fundamental competencies
needed to go the examination.

The CCNA Exam  looks at the varied network applied sciences, devices, troubleshooting and
managing tools in addition to safety features in a given system.  There are no preconditions in
taking the exam. Nevertheless, it is just advisable that IT professionals must first acquire some data
and experience by means of a minimum of nine months of working in a network help capability or
achieve some network course coaching in order that he might be able to get a deal with of the
various kinds of real world situations he might encounter through the examination.

The compTIA community examination is basically 100-pointmultiple-alternative examination, which
needs to be finished in 90 minutes. Candidates should acquire a score of 720 or higher with a view
to get certification in this endeavor. About eleven % is devoted to all facets of community security,
twelve % covers all the instruments wanted in a network setup, about seventeen percent of the
check covers areas that options the different community devices which are used. A pc is used to
administer your entire examination.

It is also advisable however not required for candidates to acquire a CCNA Exam before trying to
take the network exam with a view to arm himself with the right data and procedures on the totally
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different elements of a pc system.

The CCNA Exam may very well be taken at any Microsoft Exam accredited testing center.  You
could register online on the applicable testing middle of your choice. As a way to enhance your
possibilities of passing the exam, you are able to do some practice exams that may be downloaded
immediately from the comptia website or by third get together sources.  This will guarantee that you
have an thought of which subjects it's worthwhile to research on and which matters are your robust
points.  Be sure to give additional consideration to areas that emphasize on skills and network
theory. You may additionally enroll in a network course supplied by comptia to further your data and
abilities on the different nuances and applied sciences that comprise a pc network.

Getting compTIA community certification not solely gives you great credentials for a lot of job
opportunities nevertheless it additionally makes you a certified professional in your field.  You'll
acquire alternatives limited solely to this elite group of knowledge technology professionals not
given to just any IT technician.  You'll have the opportunity to create and maintain a number of the
most sophisticated computer networks in the world and have the prospect to work with one of the
best and largest companies within the IT business in addition to the government. Among the
corporations that hire certified IT networking professionals embrace the US Department of Defense,
Xerox, HP and Dell. Out there jobs include areas in community administration, community installer
and network technician.
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a A+ Certification training is accessible accepted and is advised to adapt the apprentice for the
acceptance exam. There is a accepted misconception, however, apropos A+ Acceptance training.
Abounding ambitious techs appearance it as a basal training advance for beginners to the IA
technology field.
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